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ABSTRACT

When introducing a Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recog-
nition (LVCSR) system into a specific domain, it is preferable to
add the necessary domain-specific words and their correct pronun-
ciations selectively to the lexicon, especially in the areas where the
LVCSR system should be updated frequently by adding new words.
In this paper, we propose an unsupervised method of word acqui-
sition in Japanese, where no spaces exist between words. In our
method, by taking advantage of the speech of the target domain, we
selected the domain-specific words among an enormous number of
word candidates extracted from the raw corpora. The experiments
showed that the acquired lexicon was of good quality and that it
contributed to the performance of the LVCSR system for the target
domain.

Index Terms— Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recogni-
tion, Stochastically segmented corpus, Lexicon acquisition

1. INTRODUCTION

Although a large general lexicon has been constructed, it can’t cover
all of the words in any domain1. In addition, many new words are
appearing every day. Therefore, when introducing a Large Vocab-
ulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) system into a new
domain, new words which are specific for that domain and which
are not included in the general lexicon inevitably appear. Consider-
ing areas such as call centers and congress where the LVCSR system
should be updated frequently by adding new words, we don’t want
to add many words into the lexicon each and every time, because
the size of the lexicon of the system is limited, not infinite. There-
fore, when introducing an LVCSR system into a specific domain, it
is important to add the necessary domain-specific words selectively.

In Japanese, like some other Asian languages, no spaces exist
between words. Identification of the domain-specific words from
the raw corpora in specialized areas has been a difficult task2 [1].
An automatic word segmenter also has problems at analyzing the
domain-specific words because the automatic word segmenter itself
is not trained with the domain-specific knowledge [2]. Therefore,
even though raw corpora of the target domain are available, we can’t
extract the domain-specific words automatically from the raw cor-
pora.

In this paper, we consider the situation of introducing an LVCSR
system into a specific domain while adding the necessary domain-
specific lexicons selectively. We assume that raw corpora and speech
of the target domain are available. As is well known, many articles
are computerized these days. In addition, speech data for the target
domain is the very thing we are working with.

1In this paper, “lexicon” means a set of the pairs of a word and its pro-
nunciation used in Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition.

2”Raw corpora” means a set of sentences that are not segmented into
words.

In this paper, we propose an unsupervised method of word ac-
quisition in Japanese. In an earlier paper, we proposed a method to
add all of the probable character strings into the lexicon as domain-
specific words [3]. Although these character strings contributed to
improving the accuracy of the LVCSR system, most of them were
just useless and meaningless character strings. In our proposed method,
by taking advantage of the speech of the target domain, the domain-
specific words are selected properly among the probable character
strings extracted from the raw corpora. Corresponding pronuncia-
tions can be acquired simultaneously. The experiments showed that
the acquired lexicon was of good quality and that the acquired lex-
icon contributed to the performance of the LVCSR system for the
target domain.

2. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we describe our proposed method as shown in Fig-
ure 1. The key step in our method is acquisition of the domain-
specific lexicon by integrating the speech and the raw corpora of the
target domain. In this step, first, we extract an enormous number of
word candidates from the raw corpora. Then we choose the appro-
priate domain-specific words through LVCSR over the speech of the
target domain.In this way, we acquire a domain-specific lexicon that
contains the appropriate domain-specific words and their pronuncia-
tions with high accuracy. After the lexicon acquisition, we build the
LVCSR system for the target domain using this acquired lexicon.

On the assumption, we have large corpora of a general domain
and a large lexicon based on these corpora. The general lexicon
contains the general words and their pronunciations. In addition,
we have a suitable Acoustic Model (AM). The details of these data
will be described in Sec. 3. Please note that the general words are
used in LM building and the AM, the general LM, and the general
lexicon are used in recognition, but not depicted in Figure 1 to avoid
confusion.

2.1. Lexicon Acquisition

We now describe how we acquire the domain-specific lexicon in de-
tail. We also include an explanation using the domain-specific word
“リン酸化” (“phosphation” in English) as an example. Please note
that the numbers in Figure 1 correspond to the numbers of the fol-
lowing steps.

Step 1. Extraction of Word Candidates

We extracted the words from the raw corpora in order to collect the
domain-specific words. As mentioned in Sec. 1, acquiring correct
words from raw corpora is difficult. However, any words which are
not in the lexicon for LVCSR will never be recognized. Therefore,
we have to choose a method which achieves high recall. We used
a traditional character-based approach to extract the probable char-
acter strings from the raw corpora. This approach is based on the
frequencies of the character strings in the corpora [4, 5]. Because
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we focus on recall, many meaningless character strings tend to be
selected in this step. We call them“Word Candidates”here.

Please assume that the domain-specific word “リン酸化” ap-
pears in the raw corpora and is extracted as aWord candidate. Many
other character strings are also extracted in this step.

Step 2. Assignment of Pronunciations

We need to assign pronunciations to theWord Candidatesfor LVCSR.
In order to assign a pronunciation to a word that is not included in
the general lexicon, the unknown word model is usually used, espe-
cially famous in the area of Text-To-Speech systems [6]. In the un-
known word model, the pronunciation of a word is estimated based
on a charactern-gram model and a dictionary containing all possible
pronunciations for each character. Unfortunately, the most probable
pronunciation that the unknown word model selects is not always
correct. Therefore, we assigned the ten most plausible pronuncia-
tions to eachWord Candidateusing the unknown word model. We
call these pairs ofWord Candidatesand the assigned pronunciations
the“Initial Lexicon” .

Considering the word “リン酸化”, the characters “リ” ( /ri/ )
and “ン” ( /n/ ) have only one pronunciation, but the characters “
酸” ( /sa n/ and/su/ ) and “化” ( /ka/, /ke/, and/ba/ ) have multiple
pronunciations, as written in parenthesis. As a result, the word “リ
ン酸化” has 6 possible pronunciations as follows:/ri n sa n ka/,
/ri n sa n ke/, /ri n sa n ba/, /ri n su ka/, /ri n su ke/, and/ri n
su ba/. Only the pronunciation/ri n sa n ka/ is correct, but other
pronunciations are also assigned here based on the spelling.

After Steps 1 and 2, we get an enormous number ofWord Can-
didatesand pronunciations. In the following steps, we will select the
domain-specific words and their correct pronunciations from theIni-
tial Lexicon through LVCSR over the speech of the target domain.

Step 3. Stochastic Segmentation

Steps 3 and 4 are the preparation for LVCSR in Step 5. Stochastic
segmentation was proposed in [7]. In this method, an unsegmented
raw corpus ofnr characters is regarded as a sequence of characters

x = x1x2 · · ·xnr . Then the probabilitypi that a word boundary
exists after thei-th characterxi for eachi ∈ {1, 2, · · · , nr − 1}
is calculated. We call a corpus that is annotated with these word
boundary probabilities (pi) a “Stochastically Segmented Corpus”.

In our experiments, the word boundary probabilities were de-
fined as follows. First, the word boundary estimation accuracyα
of an automatic word segmenter was calculated on a test corpus with
word boundary information [2]. Then the raw corpus was segmented
by the word segmenter. Finallypi was set to beα for eachi where
the word segmenter put a word boundary andpi was set to be1 − α
for eachi where it did not put a word boundary.

Step 4. Building Initial LM

A word n-gram model can be estimated from the list of words and
the stochastically segmented corpora [7]. We built the wordn-gram
model for the target domain based on theStochastically Segmented
Corporaof the target domain, the word candidates, and the general
words. We call the LM at this point the“Initial LM” . We used a
word tri-gram model throughout this paper.

Regarding the example, the probabilityPLM (リン酸化 |wh) is
estimated here for each word historywh.

Step 5. LVCSR with Initial Components

The LVCSR system for the target domain was constructed with the
Initial Lexicon , theInitial LM , the general lexicon, the general LM,
and the AM. We call this LVCSR system the“Initial LVCSR Sys-
tem”. We split the speech of the target domain into two parts: a
“Learning” part and a“Test” part. Then we had theInitial LVCSR
Systemrecognize theLearning part of the speech3. When a suffi-
cient amount of raw corpora are available, the LVCSR system using
stochastic segmentation achieves the best performance [3].

3We call this part of speech the“Learning” part, because we acquire the
lexicon through LVCSR for this part. The“Test” part will be used for the
evaluation.



Under the framework of LVCSR, the words are selected from the
enormous number ofWord Candidatesin the Initial Lexicon when
they satisfy the following two conditions.

• Their pronunciations appear in theLearning speech.
• Their contexts give them high LM probabilities.

Meaningless character strings and incorrect pronunciations don’t sat-
isfy these two conditions and are not selected.

Considering the example “リン酸化”, if in the Learning speech,
the phoneme sequence/ri n sa n ka/ appears in the contexts where
the PLM (リン酸化 |wh) is high, the word “リン酸化” is selected
from the enormous number ofWord Candidatesand its correct pro-
nunciation/ri n sa n ka/ is selected.

Step 6. Building Purified Lexicon

By analyzing the recognized text, we picked up the words and their
pronunciations that appeared in the recognized texts and belonged to
theInitial Lexicon .

The number of words and the number of pronunciations for each
word decrease here compared with those in theInitial Lexicon be-
cause theWord candidatesand their pronunciations are being ver-
ified through LVCSR. We call these selectedWord candidatesthe
“Purified Words” and the set of the pairs ofPurified Wordsand
their pronunciations the“Purified Lexicon” . Analysis of thisPuri-
fied Lexiconwill be described in Sec. 5.1.

Looking at the example, the appropriate domain-specific word “
リン酸化” is selected from theWord Candidatesand the number of
its pronunciations decreases from 6 to 1.

2.2. Building Purified LVCSR system

Now we have acquired the domain-specific lexicon, thePurified
Lexicon, through Steps 1 to 6. We will explain how to build an
LVCSR system for the target domain using thePurified Lexicon.

Step 7. Building Purified LM

We built the wordn-gram model for the target domain based on the
Purified Words, the general words, and the sameStochastically Seg-
mented Corpora, as described above. We call this LM the“Purified
LM” .

Step 8. LVCSR with Purified Components

We constructed the LVCSR system for the target domain from the
Purified Lexicon, thePurified LM, the general lexicon, the general
LM, and the AM. We call this LVCSR system the“Purified LVCSR
System”.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We briefly explain the AM, the general LM, and the general lexicon
used in the experiment.

3.1. Acoustic Model

We used a spontaneous speech corpus of 83 hours to train the AM.
Phones were represented as context-dependent, 3-state, left-to-right
HMMs. The HMM states were clustered by a phonetic decision tree.
The number of leaves was 2,728. Each state of the HMMs was mod-
eled by a mixture of Gaussians, and the number of mixtures was 11.

3.2. General LM and General Lexicon

We have a large corpus of a general domain. This corpus is mainly
composed of newspaper articles. We built from this corpus a general
LM and a general lexicon which were used in the experiment. The
number of words in the general corpus was 24,442,503. The general

lexicon contained 45,402 unique words and 53,225 pronunciations.

4. EXPERIMENTS

We conducted the experiments on a lecture of theUniversity of the
Air. TheUniversity of the Airdelivers broadcast lectures via TV and
radio. The content of the lectures is specialized. Domain-specific
words which never appear in newspaper articles are often used.

We selected a lecture on biology. Table 1 shows the size of
the raw corpora in relation to the lecture. These related corpora
are mainly composed of the textbooks which are published by the
University of the Air. The size of the raw corpora is approximately
equivalent to that of one entire textbook. Table 1 also shows the size
of the lecture speech, which was split into two parts,Learningand
Test. TheLearningpart was used for word and pronunciation acqui-
sition through theInitial LVCSR Systemand theTestpart was used
for the evaluation.

Table 1. Statistics of the Lecture
Raw Corpora Speech [min.]
[# characters] Learning Test

73,437 12.3 6.2

We built thePurified Lexiconfor the target lecture according to
the proposed method described in Sec. 2 and investigated it. Then
in order to confirm that the acquired lexicon contributes to LVCSR,
we built thePurified LVCSR Systemand used it to recognize theTest
speech.

5. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

We explain the results of the experiments and discuss them.

5.1. Purified Lexicon

We examined thePurified Lexiconand calculated its accuracy. We
regarded the pair of a word and its pronunciation as correct when the
word is an appropriate domain-specific word and its pronunciation is
correct. Regarding the compound words, we judged them according
to their dependency structures [1]. Table 2 shows the accuracy of
thePurified Lexicon. We calculated three accuracy metrics. The first
column shows the accuracy for the words which appeared more than
once in the recognized texts; the second column shows the accuracy
for the words which appeared only once; and the rightmost column
shows the total accuracy for all of the words in thePurified Lexicon.

Table 2. Accuracy ofPurified Lexicon[%]
More than Once Once Total

97.2 68.9 79.5

The accuracy of “More than Once” is much higher than that of
“Once”. Appearing in the recognized texts more than once means
that the word was spoken with the corresponding pronunciation, ap-
peared in the contexts with high LM probability and was used in the
lecture on the target domain more than once. In contrast, appear-
ing only once can be an accidental insertion or substitution error.
Therefore, this difference is reasonable and using only the words ap-
pearing multiple times seems to be a good method when a sufficient
amount ofLearningspeech is available.

Table 3 shows some examples from thePurified Lexicon.
Overall thePurified Lexiconis of good quality and we can ex-

pect it to contribute to the LVCSR system for the target domain.



Table 3. Examples ofPurified Lexicon
Frequency Word (English Translation) Pronunciation

27 受容体 (receptor) ju yo o ta i
13 リン酸化 (phosphation) ri n sa n ka
12 サブユニット (subunit) sa bu yu ni tto
2 単量体 (monomer) ta n ryo o ta i
2 残基 (residue) za n ki

⋆ “Frequency” means the number of times in the recognized texts.

5.2. Purified LVCSR System

First, we explain the criterion for evaluation. To measure the recog-
nition accuracy, we used the Character Error Ratio (CER). The rea-
son is that ambiguity exists in word segmentation in Japanese. For
example, “Governor of Tokyo (東京都知事)” can be segmented into
words in four ways: (1) “東京都知事”, (2) “東京都 / 知事”, (3) “
東京 / 都知事”, and (4) “東京 / 都 / 知事”. In all cases, the
same characters are used and the number of the characters remains
5. However, the number of the words seems to change from 1 to 3 be-
cause of the ambiguity, so the Word Error Rate (WER) fluctuates ac-
cordingly. Therefore, the CER is a suitable criterion in Japanese. For
reference, we estimated the WER based on the CER and the average
number of characters̄n per word. We named this criterion “eWER”
and this was defined as follows :eWER = (1 − (1 − CER)n̄).

We compared thePurified and theInitial LVCSR Systemsfor
their recognition accuracies. For reference, we built an LVCSR sys-
tem with the general lexicon, the general LM, and the AM and had it
recognize the speech of the target domain. We call this LVCSR sys-
tem the “General LVCSR system”. The results and the other statis-
tics are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison ofInitial andPurified LVCSR Systems
LVCSR Lexicon CER (eWER) [%]
System # Words < OOV rate [%] >

<# Pronunciations> Learning Test
General — 27.0 ( 53.0 ) 26.1 ( 51.6 )

< — > < 5.88 > < 6.15 >
Initial 3,999 12.3 ( 27.0 ) 9.9 ( 22.0 )

< 26,169 > < 2.31 > < 1.71 >
Purified 326 11.7 ( 25.8 ) 9.7 ( 21.7 )

< 326 > < 2.31 > < 1.90 >

The second column of Table 4 shows the added lexicon for each
LVCSR system. The numbers of words and pronunciations in the
Purified Lexiconwere much smaller than that in theInitial Lexicon
because only the lexicon verified with theLearningspeech was in-
cluded in thePurified Lexicon.

The third column shows the CER, theeWER, and the Out-Of-
Vocabulary (OOV) rate for theLearningspeech. The performance of
thePurified LVCSR Systemwas superior to that of theInitial LVCSR
System. Although theLearningspeech was the closed data for the
Purified LVCSR System, we improved the performance automati-
cally. The reason for the improved performance is that the proba-
bilities are properly distributed to the domain-specific words in the
Purified LM, compared with theInitial LM in which the probabilities
were widely distributed to the many meaningless character strings.
In other words, when the speech of the target domain is fixed, we can
improve the performance of the LVCSR system by using all of the
speech data as theLearningspeech in the framework of our proposed
method.

The rightmost column shows the results for theTest speech,
which was the open data for all LVCSR systems. Comparing the

CERs, the performance of thePurified LVCSR Systemwas compara-
ble to that of theInitial LVCSR Systemeven though the number of the
words in thePurified Lexicondecreased from 3,999 to 326 and the
number of pronunciations decreased from 26,169 to 326. This indi-
cates that thePurified Lexiconcontains appropriate domain-specific
words and coincides with the knowledge we described in Sec. 5.1.
This result shows that by leveraging the speech of the target domain,
we can build an LVCSR system for the target domain while adding
a smaller lexicon.

Considering the OOV rate, the OOV rate of theTestspeech for
the Purified LVCSR Systemincreased. The reason for this is that
only the recognized words for theLearningspeech with theInitial
LVCSR Systemwere included in thePurified Lexicon. In this case,
theLearningspeech didn’t cover all of the domain-specific words in
the raw corpora. In order to get the best out of the proposed method,
theLearningspeech needs to cover as many domain-specific words
as possible in the raw corpora.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an unsupervised method of word acquisi-
tion in Japanese. In our method, by taking advantage of the speech
of the target domain, we selected the domain-specific words among
an enormous number of word candidates extracted from the raw cor-
pora. We confirmed that the acquired lexicon was of good quality
and that the acquired lexicon contributed to the performance of the
LVCSR system for the target domain.

Though the size of the speech data and the raw corpora in the ex-
periments we conducted were not so large, the results were promis-
ing. In our method, the coverage of the speech data for the raw cor-
pora is critical, just as the coverage of the corpus for the speech has
been important for LVCSR. In addition, it should be beneficial to use
only the words that appear multiple times in theInitial recognition
when theLearningspeech data is sufficient. Therefore, when larger
raw corpora and more speech are available, our proposed method has
the potential to work even more effectively.
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